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Abstract—In our previous paper, Jigsaw Language Toolkit [1], we have shown that the jigsaw puzzle metaphor can be used to visualize syntactical constraints in languages with complex type systems and static type checking.

There are several successful jigsaw-based programming languages, but we believe that the jigsaw-based visual syntax can also be successfully applied to general-purpose modeling.

In this paper, we present the Jigsaw EMF Editor, which is a jigsaw-based visual editor for the Eclipse Modeling Framework. We subject the editor to both user testing and evaluation against a selection of existing models. This helps us learn more about the strengths of the jigsaw-based visual syntax, and what kinds of models it is well-suited for.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the Jigsaw Language Toolkit paper, [1] we implemented a programming toolkit in Java [37] for creating visual domain specific languages based on the jigsaw puzzle metaphor. The central aspect of the jigsaw puzzle metaphor, as popularized by the Scratch programming system, [43] is interaction with blocks that snap together in a manner similar to how a jigsaw puzzle is assembled. Each block has a number of protrusions and depressions along its border, named tabs and slots, respectively. Figure 1 illustrates some of the basic terminology we have established.

A key feature of jigsaw-based visual languages is that the syntax restrictions of the language are explicitly visualised as the shapes of the tabs and slots on the blocks. This enables users to immediately understand what sort of connections can and cannot be made. Visual programming systems built around the jigsaw metaphor can be made very simple to use. Typically, they present a pure drag-and-drop interface, and the available programming blocks are usually available in a palette. Considering Don Norman’s Design Principles, [3] this provides an outstanding presentation of constraints, visibility, feedback, consistency and affordance.

The modeling discipline is concerned with creating models of domains of interest using various modeling languages, such as UML. [51]

Fig. 2: An very simple UML class diagram. The language of UML class diagrams is a graph-based modeling language; Classes and their relationships are expressed using nodes and edges.

UML aims to unify the modeling practice with a general purpose visual modeling language. However, modeling can be applied to many problems, and it is unreasonable to assume that there exists a one-size-fits-all solution to the modeling problem. Sometimes a domain-specific language(DSL) is necessary. [33]

Graph-based languages such as the UML class diagram are widely used among professional developers, but other kinds are gaining popularity among novices. We believe that it is worthwhile to look into other types of visual languages as well. Jigsaw-based languages perform well as programming languages, but they are also expressive enough to be applied to general-purpose modeling.

Our goal is to make visual languages based on the jigsaw metaphor available to the modeling discipline, and conduct some initial research into what kinds of models jigsaw-based languages may be well-suited to. In this paper, we describe the design, implementation and evaluation of a general-purpose jigsaw-based DSL editor for EMF models.

The structure of the paper is as follows.

• Related work - we study the state-of-the-art in both the jigsaw-based visual programming discipline and the modeling discipline.
• Methodology - we specify the requirements for the editor and how it will be evaluated.
• Design - we describe the conceptual problems and solutions we find when adapting the jigsaw-based syntax to the abstract models.
• Implementation - we describe key features of our software implementation, and some of the challenges we face.
• Results - we describe the results of evaluating the editor.
• Discussion - we discuss our results, including benefits and drawbacks of the editor compared to other model editors.
• Conclusion - we briefly sum up our most important achievements and further work.

II. Related Work

In this section, we review existing literature and software pertaining to data modeling and the jigsaw puzzle metaphor, establishing a conceptual framework.

Much of our focus will be on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) in particular. EMF has a living community of developers, modelers, and users, making it a good platform for our editor.

A. Domain-Specific Languages

DSLs are formal languages developed for a particular domain. They are useful in many situations, but some of the main points [53] are:

• The DSL can serve as a formal language for more precise communication with domain experts.
• A DSL is typically easier to learn and simpler to read and write than a programming language or another general purpose language such as UML [51] or XML. [52] This allows people who are not programming experts to participate more in the production of a project.
• A well-designed DSL can help improve productivity by being a more efficient language for its task than a general purpose language.
• DSLs can help provide runtime flexibility in a software project. Configurations and behaviours can be expressed using the DSL instead of being hard-coded.

A DSL can be said to consist of an abstract syntax, semantics, and one or more concrete syntaxes. [54]

1) Abstract Syntax and Semantics: An abstract syntax defines the structure of the data that the language is able to represent. It is purely structural; it does not specify what its representation might look like in the language. [55] As an example, the abstract syntax for a programming language typically defines the structure of an abstract syntax tree. In modeling languages, the abstract syntax is typically given in the form of an abstract syntax graph definition known as a metamodel. [54]

For clarity, the term instance is sometimes used to denote models, to separate them from their metamodels. [64]

The abstract syntax is supplemented with a specification of language semantics, which defines what the data should be interpreted to mean, or how it should be used. For example, the semantics of an interpreted programming language is concerned with how an interpreter should execute the statements and evaluate the expressions contained in the abstract syntax tree. [55]

2) Concrete Syntax: A concrete syntax defines what the representation of data looks like in the given language. Multiple concrete syntaxes can exist for the same abstract syntax and semantics. For example, even if the following expressions are use different concrete syntaxes, they represent the exact same mathematical idea: [55]

• English: The sum of twenty and fourteen
• Reverse Polish Notation: 20 14 +

A concrete syntax may also be visual in nature, or pertain to any other modality. Traditionally, the following categories of concrete syntaxes are commonly used:

• Textual syntax, where the language is expressed using linear sequences of symbols. Typically, the symbols are characters from the Latin alphabet.
• Graph-like syntax, where the language is expressed using visual symbols and links, [56] representing the nodes and edges of a graph.
• Syntaxes using other conventional GUI widgets such as tree views, [57] lists, tables and forms. [58]

A mapping between the concrete syntax and abstract syntax is required in order to keep the separate representations in sync. In the context of modeling languages, the set of rules involved in this mapping is called the mapping model. [59]

The mapping can be defined in either or both directions. For example, a textual programming language has a parser which translates the textual representation into an abstract syntax tree. However, there is usually no need to go the other way, so the reverse mapping may be omitted.

In programming language design, there are established techniques and tools which work well and make the process
vastly more structured and efficient. It is reasonable to suggest that similar techniques and tools should be used in the design of DSLs, rather than building the entire framework from the ground up.

B. MetaEdit+

MetaEdit is a framework for creating domain-specific languages and tools. It was initially released in the early 1990s, and has evolved into the more modern MetaEdit+, which is maintained by MetaCase. MetaEdit+ has the features of a modeling framework, enabling developers to create metamodels, as well as integrated modeling tools for creating graphical DSLs and working with model instances. A screenshot is shown in Figure 3.

[Image: A screenshot of the MetaEdit+ modeler.]

Metamodels in MetaEdit+ are defined using graphs, objects, properties, ports, roles and relationships, constituting the GOPPRR modeling language. Thus, the metamodel defines a graph-based language. A concrete syntax can be automatically created using default symbols for each element. However, developers are able to replace symbols with customized graphics or text.

MetaEdit+ offers facilities for model transformations, placing constraints on models, and generating source code. Code generation can be configured using the MERL language, which MetaCase claims to be expressive enough to target any programming language.

SOAP can be used for generic communication with the models, and they can be serialized using standard XML.

C. Generic Modeling Environment

The Generic Modeling Environment (GME) is a configurable toolset which supports the creation of graphical domain-specific modeling environments. These modeling environments are generated through interpretation of domain-specific metamodels. GME is component-based. The environments are assembled from a set of components, including user interface elements, interpreters and model storage facilities. Developers may develop their own add-on components without modifying GME itself.

GME metamodels are defined using a complex set of modeling concepts, focusing on the decomposition of models into sub-models. A GME metamodel can be divided into multiple abstraction layers. For example, when working with electronic circuits, there might be one diagram editor for working on the logic gate level and one for working on the transistor level.

Like MetaEdit+, GME maps each element in the metamodel to a graphical element, e.g. a node with a given shape, or some user interface widget like a text field.

Constraints in GME are supported through a predicate expression language derived from OCL. Models can be serialized to a proprietary binary format, a database format based on MS SQL, or the developer can define their own model storage add-on.

D. Eclipse Modeling Framework

Most famously, Eclipse is known for being a powerful integrated development environment (IDE) for Java programming. The Eclipse Platform is, however, a fully generic framework for building IDEs. Through its plugin-based architecture, it is possible to implement an IDE for virtually anything. The Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) resides at the core of the Eclipse Modeling Project, which seeks to facilitate model-driven development in the context of Eclipse. Despite the name, however, EMF can be used separately from the Eclipse Platform.

Ecore is the metamodel provided by EMF. It is based on the EMOF standard, which is essentially a subset of the UML class diagram, which has a good balance between simplicity and expressiveness.

Ecore supports packages, classes, features, operations, references and attributes. Classes form a hierarchy through inheritance.

[Image: Containment reference (line with black diamond and arrow) and a cross reference (line with arrow) in the EcoreTools graphical editor.]

Fig. 4: Containment reference (line with black diamond and arrow) and a cross reference (line with arrow) in the EcoreTools graphical editor.
Names in Ecore are typically stylized with an 'E' prefix, e.g. EClass, EObject, and so forth.

EMF supports code generation, primarily targeting the Java programming language through the EMF.Codegen framework. The Java code generation is somewhat configurable through genmodel files, but the overall structure of the resulting code is always the same. The generated code exposes both a concrete Java API and a set of meta-objects, such as EMF package and class primitives, as well as object factories. The meta-objects enable efficient use of the reflective API, allowing libraries and applications such as editors to work with models in a completely generic way. Furthermore, a developer can choose to modify the generated code by hand, and, with proper care, they can ensure that the code generator will not conflict with their changes if the metamodel needs to be updated later in the development process.

As an alternative to generating code, developers can choose to employ Dynamic EMF [11], which is essentially a generic implementation of the reflective API. This allows an application to create models with no generated code, which is helpful in cases where code generation would be cumbersome or unnecessary. The tradeoff is that no hand-written code modifications are possible, and that dynamic instances cannot provide the same compile-time guarantees or type safety as generated code. However, since they share the same reflective API, the application can be written to be agnostic about whether the instance is dynamic or uses generated code.

By default, EMF includes support for serializing models using the XML Metadata Interchange(XMI) [13] format. XMI, by design, only includes the abstract model, e.g. expressions in the abstract syntax. Hence, if EMF is used to implement a DSL, then a separate concrete model is often used to store expressions in the concrete syntax. The concrete model typically contains information such as the locations of boxes in a graph-based language, and is sometimes simply called the view or the diagram. [25] This separation adds complexity, but it has the advantage that the same abstract model can be shared between multiple editors, even with different concrete syntaxes. In practice, this can be somewhat finicky, especially if the different views overlap. An editor may need to adapt or completely regenerate its concrete model if the shared abstract model is modified by another editor. By necessity, any such adaptation algorithm involves some amount of guesswork.

EMF supports generics: Model classes can have type parameters, which serve as placeholders for a concrete type. The type parameters may be replaced by concrete types, using type arguments, in a subclass or when an instance of the model class is created. This can affect the types of references and attributes on that instance. Generics in EMF are implemented in accordance with how generic programming is implemented in the Java programming language. [37] This means that, while type arguments introduced by a subclass are reifiable, type arguments introduced in the model instance are non-reifiable. [38] Non-reifiable types are useful in the generated API, but they are not included in the abstract model.

EMF supports form-based DSLs using trees, tables and property sheets. The tree editor is shown in Figure 5. A customized tree editor can be generated along with the model code, enjoying the use of generated model classes and the customizations described in the genmodel file. The tree editor can also be used to work with Ecore models without generated code, in a form known as the reflective editor, [24] which employs Dynamic EMF and the reflective API. The advantage of the reflective editor is that it can be deployed more quickly than the generated editor.

Fig. 5: A screenshot of an EMF tree editor. [6]

Fig. 6: The activities involved in deployment of reflective and generated EMF tree editors. Note the shorter deployment path of the reflective editor, and that the generated editor must be loaded into a new Eclipse workbench before use.
Often, the tree editor is unsuitable or insufficient. The EMF.Edit framework allows the reuse of many features from the tree editor, such as label providers, table cell factories and the command framework. The latter may significantly simplify the implementation of undo and redo functionality. EMF is not a complete DSL development framework, but it does provide the foundation for interoperability and code reuse between complex DSL editors. EMF-based DSL development frameworks usually treat the Ecore model as an abstract syntax definition and specify a separate model to be used as the concrete syntax.

E. EMFText

EMFText is a framework for developing textual DSL editors (Figure 7) for EMF models. The grammar is written the Concrete Syntax Specification Language (CS), [26] which is based on EBNF. [29]

The bulk of a CS file consists of a set of rules, each corresponding to a model class. CS is able to express any context-free grammar, as well as the Java programming language itself. EMFText provides a large number of sample grammars in the Concrete Syntax Zoo. [27]

The CS editor (Figure 8) can take an Ecore model as input, thus providing auto-completion and validation for the grammar. An EMFText editor can then be generated from the CS file. The generated EMFText editor requires that EMF model code has been generated in order to successfully compile, but it is possible to add an option to the CS file that results in EMF model code being automatically generated. The generated editor can then be loaded into a new instance of the Eclipse workbench as a plugin, or it can be embedded in a different application.

The CS file is used to generate a two-way mapping between the concrete syntax and the abstract syntax, where the abstract syntax is given as an EMF model. The two directions of transformation are handled separately: The parser handles the text-to-model transformation, while the printer handles the model-to-text transformation.

In this approach, if the user makes an edit to the text, then the only obvious way to synchronize it with the abstract model is to discard the model and run the parser again on the entire text. The same is true for the other direction.

Although optimizations are possible, this is the natural way to handle the mapping for text-based DSLs, and the two-way mapping in EMFText enables interoperability with other EMF editors. Of course, if the grammar allows for multiple ways to express the same thing, then information may be lost and the exact original representation...
cannot be faithfully reproduced by the printer. As a trivial example, the exact number of whitespace characters used to separate two lexemes is not reproducible, but it is possible to provide hints as to how the printer should handle such choices.

F. XText

XText is another framework for developing textual DSL editors. [30] Like EMFText, XText uses an EBNF-like grammar language. A key difference, however, is that it does not require an existing Ecore model. Instead, the syntax tree of the parser is generated as an Ecore model and can be used directly as the metamodel of the language. It is also possible to automatically generate a default grammar from an existing Ecore model, although the default grammar will normally need to be hand-edited.

Like EMFText, XText editors can be embedded in non-Eclipse applications. It also offers web browser support and IntelliJ IDEA [20] integration.

XText is a popular framework which enjoys widespread use. It is natural to assume that this is, at least in part, due to the flexibility and relative ease of deploying XText editors.

G. Sirius

Sirius is a framework for creating graphical DSL editors for EMF models, designed to run in Eclipse (Figure 11). It is built on the Graphical Modeling Framework(GMF) [31], which in turn leverages the Graphical Editing Framework(GEF) [32] and EMF. Knowledge of GMF and GEF are optional since they are normally hidden under a layer of abstraction. Sirius supports three dialects out of the box: Diagrams, tables and trees. However, it is possible to create new dialects as extensions. [34] It is also possible to create multiple viewpoints into the same EMF model, so that a single model can be edited using different Sirius-based editors.

A Sirius workbench is defined using a viewpoint specification project(VSP), [35] which takes an Ecore model as input and serves as its mapping model (Figure 12). A viewpoint specification is a hierarchical structure which provides a large amount of flexibility. For example, a diagram viewpoint specification contains nodes and edges, which typically represent model objects and their relations. The modeler is expected to assign a style to each node, which defines its visual characteristics such as the shape and color.

The mapping from the model elements to the nodes and edges is implemented using a query language such as Acceleo. [36] This allows the concrete model to differ significantly from the abstract model.

Sirius viewpoint specifications are interpreted; [35] no editor code needs to be generated, and viewpoint specification files can be reloaded in a running Sirius workbench. However, the editor does require that model code has been generated and loaded into the Eclipse workbench. Furthermore, developers are expected to build the viewpoint specifications from scratch, which can be a large amount of work.
H. Jigsaw-based languages

Visual languages based on the jigsaw puzzle metaphor are characterized by blocks that snap together in a manner similar to how a jigsaw puzzle is assembled. The blocks can be moved around using drag and drop, and these languages are excellent at visualizing the constraints of the language. The user can easily tell which blocks are available from a palette and how they may be assembled by inspecting their shapes.

1) Scratch: Scratch [43] is a visual programming system based on the jigsaw puzzle metaphor for developing simple digital games and animated art. It is popular among novice users and has seen success as an educational tool. [44] Scratch is largely responsible for popularizing the jigsaw puzzle metaphor, although it was inspired by the older Starlogo. [45] A screenshot of Scratch can be seen in Figure 14.

![Scratch screenshot](image1)

Fig. 14: A screenshot of the programming tab in Scratch.

The Scratch community has created a substantial number of modifications [46], including projects like Web Blox [48], which reuses the visual syntax of Scratch for other languages. However, Scratch has a number of limitations that make its syntax unsuitable as a general purpose visual syntax for DSLs. It only has a few basic types of blocks [47], so it cannot visualize the constraints in a language with a complex type system. The blocks can only participate in containment structures; there is no proper support for cross references. There is little flexibility in how a block can be structured, so if an a block participates in many different associations with other blocks, then the layout becomes awkward very quickly.

2) Google Blockly: Google Blockly, seen in Figure 15, is a framework designed for developing editors for visual programming languages based on the jigsaw puzzle metaphor. MIT App Inventor [49] is one example which uses Google Blockly to define the logic of Android applications. However, there are also projects that use it for domains other than programming, such as BlocksCAD. [50] The visual syntax of Google Blockly is very similar to Scratch, although it does introduce a few modifications. The block layout is slightly more flexible, but the type system is even simpler, with only statement blocks and expression blocks available. Again, it is unsuitable as a general framework for DSLs.

![Google Blockly screenshot](image2)

Fig. 15: A screenshot of the Google Blockly demo application.

3) Jigsaw Toolkit: The Jigsaw Toolkit (Figure 16) is a framework for implementing editors for DSLs based on the jigsaw puzzle metaphor. [1] It extends the expressiveness of jigsaw-based languages in a way that offers support for complex type systems, multiple references to a single block, generics, and a relatively flexible layout.
The Jigsaw Toolkit visualises the type system using the shapes of tabs and slots. Each type has a particular shape associated with it. A slot and a tab with the same type are displayed as inverted images of each other.

A block may have a tab in its upper-left corner, which symbolises the type of the block itself. It may also have any number of slots along its down- and right-facing edges, whose shapes determine what types of blocks may be connected to them. A block can be assumed to fit into a slot that faces either downward or rightward, meaning the orientation of its tab will be different depending on where it is connected. When it is not connected to any block, the tab orientation is indeterminate. By default, this case is actually represented as two tabs with different orientations, although only one is usable at a time. This is illustrated in Figure 17.

Blocks and slots may have parameterized types (Figure 19). This enables applications to make use of generic type checking, although the functionality is somewhat limited. Importantly, a tab and a slot must have the same set of type parameters in order to fit together visually. In EMF, however, a subtype can define a different set of type parameters than its supertype, making them visually incompatible. However, we assume that in most practical cases, this will not be a major concern.

Type arguments can be assigned by dragging type chips onto concrete type boxes, as seen in Figure 20. A limitation of this is that the concrete type cannot itself be a parameterized type. It must be a simple type. To assign parameterized type arguments, a more sophisticated user interface element will certainly be needed. However, we again assume that this will not be a major concern in most cases.
Fig. 20: A type argument can be provided by dragging a type chip onto the black concrete type box. The type chip for a given type can be obtained from any block of that type, and is shaped like a block’s tab. When no type argument is specified, the type of the slot becomes the upper bound of the type parameter.

Cross references can be created by using a special type of block called a pointer block, illustrated in Figure 21. The pointer block holds a reference to a particular block and can be substituted for that block in any slot. In other jigsaw-based visual languages, blocks can only be referenced by a single container block.

Fig. 21: Pointer blocks in the Jigsaw Toolkit. The pointer blocks have pointer arrows pointing to the referenced block. It is possible to disable the pointer arrows or install application-defined GUI widgets on the pointer blocks.

III. Methodology

In this section, we describe how our work is evaluated.

A. Requirements

Our editor must conform to a set of requirements, which are listed at the end of this section. In the first part, we explain the choices we make in order to arrive at the given set of requirements.

The editor has different stakeholders, which can be categorized as follows:

- Developers - People who write and modify code for the editor. This includes us and eventual future developers.
- Modelers - People who configure the editor for a given domain.
- End users - People who use the editor to build model instances.

The different stakeholders have different needs, and these should be accommodated as best as possible within the constraints of the project.

The editor can be seen as a mapping mechanism between an abstract EMF model and a jigsaw-based concrete model. The Jigsaw Toolkit is used to implement the concrete syntax.

For textual editors, we have seen that the mapping mechanism is implemented as a parser and printer. Typically, the parser is run periodically, reconstructing the entire abstract model. The abstract model is ephemeral and can be discarded before re-parsing, and only the concrete model is stored on disk. For graph-based editors, the mapping is continuous, so that the two models are always in sync. Typically, both models are explicitly stored with links between them.

Fig. 22: For textual editors such as EMFText, it is common to first perform an edit, then run the parser (or printer) to rebuild the abstract (or concrete) model. For graph-based editors such as Sirius, it is more natural to continuously keep the models in sync.

It is natural for our editor to follow the established approach for graph-like editors such as Sirius, since it shares more traits with them than with textual editors. The editor should continuously keep the blocks in sync with the EMF model and vice versa.

Fig. 23: Our editor should perform live transformations to always keep the two models in sync.

Modelers will expect that the mapping is somewhat flexible, and that the editor can be configured for their domain. To facilitate this, we intend to use a mapping model (Figure 24). Broadly speaking, for graphical DSLs, we have
seen two approaches. The first approach is to let each element in the abstract syntax map to some graphical symbol, as in MetaEdit+ or GME. The second approach is to define a more detached graphical structure, which maps to elements in the abstract syntax using queries, as in Sirius. The Sirius approach is much more flexible, as it allows the graphical structure to differ significantly from the abstract structure. However, this approach may also be more labor-intensive for both developers and modelers, since the mapping model becomes a much more complex data structure.

Fig. 24: The Jigsaw EMF Editor fulfills the role of connecting the Jigsaw Toolkit to an EMF model. A mapping model should be used to provide flexibility in how the mapping is performed.

One option would be to implement our editor as a jigsaw-based Sirius dialect. We decide against this for a number of reasons. Firstly, it is unknown whether this would save or cost us time within the scope of this project. A large amount of additional preliminary research would be necessary, and the additional project dependencies would weigh us down to some extent. Secondly, it would lock us to the Sirius way of doing things, which has its own shortcomings, such as not being able to work with dynamic model instances. Thirdly, while the Sirius architecture would surely provide benefits, it is unclear how much value it would actually bring.

The jigsaw-based syntax naturally lends towards representing containment hierarchies such as EMF models. Furthermore, we do not immediately see any strongly compelling reasons for creating a jigsaw-based representation which significantly deviates from the structure of the model. It is possible that this will turn out to have significant value, but it should be implemented as a response to an actual need.

Thus, our mapping model should favor simplicity, being more similar to those in MetaEdit+ and GME.

We have seen that different EMF editors require different deployment patterns, some more convenient than others. Each of the ones we have reviewed require some form of code generation before they can be used, with the exception of the reflective tree editor. Sirius is special in that it is allows the metamodel to be configured on the fly, while XText makes it possible to implicitly define the metamodel through the grammar.

We believe that ease of deployment is an important quality for modelers, and that it is worth taking appropriate steps to ensure that the editor can be deployed in a way that is convenient for them. The editor should be able to work both with and without generated model code, like the EMF tree editor. As with Sirius, the modeler should be able to edit the mapping model while the editor is running, but the editor should also be able to generate a complete default mapping model.

Fig. 25: It is possible to provide a relatively high amount of flexibility in the deployment pattern by making the right design decisions. The editor should be able to use models with and without generated model code. A default mapping model should be generated, so that creating your own mapping model from scratch is not necessary. It should be possible to edit the mapping model while the editor is running.

1) EMF Integration: The editor should be able to work with EMF models and offer basic interoperability with other EMF-based tools.

Requirement F 1. The editor must be able to work with Ecore models.

Requirement F 2. The editor must be able to save and load EMF model instances using the xmi format.

Requirement F 3. The editor must be able to represent root objects as blocks or work areas.

Requirement F 4. The editor must be able to represent both cross references and containment references.

Requirement F 5. The editor must support editing of object attributes.

Requirement F 6. The editor should be able to represent model elements with generic types.
2) Mapping Model: It should be possible to customize the editor using a mapping model. The mapping model should leverage the flexibility of the Jigsaw Toolkit.

**Requirement F 7.** The mapping model should define which model elements should be visible in the editor.

**Requirement F 8.** The mapping model should define where a structural feature appears on a block and how it is oriented.

**Requirement F 9.** The mapping model should allow for customization of labels for each class.

**Requirement F 10.** The mapping model should define whether objects of a given class should be represented as a block or a work area.

**Requirement F 11.** It should be possible to define whether model elements are in the palette.

**Requirement F 12.** It should be possible to define a palette with multiple tabs.

3) Usability: In order to encourage adoption, the editor must be convenient to use. This applies to both the DSL development aspect and the modeling aspect.

**Requirement F 13.** The editor should be able to work with models with and without generated model code.

**Requirement F 14.** The mapping model should be initialized with useful defaults.

**Requirement F 15.** It should be possible to change the mapping model without requiring a restart of the editor.

**Requirement F 16.** The editor should be able to save and load layout information, such as the locations of blocks.

**Requirement F 17.** The editor should support undo and redo.

B. Model Evaluation

The editor is evaluated against a selection of EMF models. This serves two purposes. Firstly, it aids in improving the design of the editor by exposing limitations of the editor itself. Secondly, it helps us determine the characteristics of a domain that is well-suited to the jigsaw puzzle metaphor.

The following test models are used:

- A library model. [7]
- The Ecore metamodel.
- A family model. [35]
- A model of a quiz domain.

The rationale for model selection and the evaluation methodology is explained in greater detail in Section VII.

C. Survey

The editor is tested by EMF users, who are asked to fill out a survey. The survey covers multiple aspects of the project.

Firstly, the survey acts as a usability test. Secondly, the survey provides guidance on how to improve the editor, by asking the respondents about their expectations for an editor such as ours. Thirdly, the survey indicates whether the respondents believe that the editor and the jigsaw-based concrete syntax have the potential to be useful.

The survey design is explained in greater detail in Section VII-E, and the full survey is included in Appendix B.

IV. User Interface Design

In this section, we describe the solutions to conceptual problems regarding the design of the editor’s user interface. Specifically, we look at how the different EMF constructs can be meaningfully represented through the Jigsaw Toolkit.

A. Object representations

An EMF model instance consists of objects which form a containment hierarchy rooted in a resource. The most straightforward approach is to let the resource be represented by a work area, and let the objects be represented as blocks.

However, in many models, the resource only contains a single root object (Figure 26). This means that with the aforementioned approach, the work area would often only contain a single block cluster. This is a problem because it strips the user of all freedom in terms of layout; the layout of a block cluster is completely automatic. It is also likely to make poor use of the available screen space.

Fig. 26: How an EMF model with a single root maps to a single block cluster.

To get around this, we propose to allow root objects to optionally be represented as work areas (Figure 27). This means that a work area may either be a resource or an object. This presents a few challenges.

Fig. 27: Allowing the root object to be represented by a work area provides more layout freedom.
Since there can be more than one work area, and they can be assumed to take up a large amount of screen space, organizing them into tabs seems like a good idea. There is normally no need to look at more than one at the time, but there may be a need to move blocks between them. One way to facilitate this is to allow the user to bring up two work areas side by side. Furthermore, the user should be able to create and destroy work areas. Destroying them can be done by clicking on a button located on the tab. Since it is completely valid to have several classes of objects which may be represented as work areas, the user may need to be able to select which type of work area they want to create. This can be achieved by opening a drop-down menu when the user clicks on a button. The proposed user interface is illustrated in Figure 28.

Fig. 28: A mockup of the proposed user interface used to manage work areas. The work areas are organized in tabs. The user is able to drag the tabs around, or bring them up side by side and move blocks between them. They can be created and destroyed using dedicated buttons.

If an object represented as a work area has attributes, then they may be represented in a property sheet next to the work area. However, a work area is not a block, and as such it does not have all the facilities that a block provides. In particular, it does not have a tab connector and it does not have slots. Because of this, there are certain limitations on objects represented as work areas:

- It is not possible to create a pointer block to a work area, so references to such objects cannot be represented.
- A work area only supports containment references.
- If an object represented by a work area has multiple containment references, they should not have overlapping types. If the types are separate, then it is possible to determine which reference a block should be assigned to by inspecting its type. This limitation also exists for objects in the EMF tree editor.

Also, unlike the resource, objects may not be able to contain every type of object. This means that some blocks might not be possible to place directly into an object work area. It is possible to work around all of these limitations if it becomes necessary, but it would lead to relatively complicated solutions.

Objects that are not represented as work areas, are represented as blocks.

B. Attributes and references

1) Property sheets: Object attributes may be represented as conventional property sheets. In the EMF tree editor, the property sheet appears in a separate pane next to the tree view. This is an option, but we believe that it is better to let the attributes appear on the block itself, much like the editable properties on Scratch blocks. However, in many cases this may lead to very large and unwieldy blocks. This is particularly evident in the Ecore metamodel, which we talk about in Section VII-B. To alleviate this, we propose to allow the property sheets to be expanded and collapsed by the user, freeing up screen space as necessary (Figure 29).

Fig. 29: Property sheets on blocks can be collapsed to save space.

2) Containment references and cross references: The test application written for the Jigsaw Toolkit does not differentiate between containment references and cross references: Pointer blocks are mutually substitutable for their referenced blocks. In EMF models, however, there is a sharp distinction between the two types of references.

We imagine this discrepancy can be mitigated in two different ways.

The obvious solution is to set them apart using some visual symbol. Slots that require a reference block would need to appear different from slots that require an ordinary block. This effectively mandates that the jigsaw block structure must match the actual containment structure of the model.

Another possible solution would be to allow the block containment structure to differ from the model containment structure, and let the editor infer which references are actual containment and which are not. This would provide some additional freedom for the user, but it also creates some complications. Firstly, it would be somewhat difficult to implement, but more importantly, it would quickly lead to confusing situations. For example, it is illegal for an EMF object to be contained in two parents, but if
the actual containment structure is obscured, then this is not immediately obvious. It would also be easily possible to create blocks that are referenced but not contained anywhere, which is an error.

For these reasons, we decide to maintain the separation between containment references and cross references. Slots that represent cross references are marked with an arrow symbol, and require a pointer block. Slots that represent containment references do not have the arrow symbol, and require a regular block (Figure 30).

In models with many cross references, the pointer arrows associated with pointer blocks can become obtrusive and make the model more difficult to read. The Jigsaw Toolkit allows the arrows to be hidden, but this leaves us with the problem of identifying which block the pointer block is referencing. As a possible solution, we propose two measures. Firstly, it should be possible to let blocks display a label that distinguishes them from other blocks of the same class, for instance by displaying a (unique) name or title. Many models include object names which are suitable for this purpose. Secondly, the pointer blocks should display the same label text as their referenced blocks. This allows user to identify what is the referenced block, even if the pointer arrow is hidden (Figure 30).

![Diagram of containment and cross reference blocks](image)

**Fig. 30:** The labels for slots that represent cross references are marked with a special symbol. We initially used a transparent diamond, similar to aggregation in UML, but we later found that users preferred the arrow symbol. Pointer blocks are marked with the same label text as their referenced blocks. If the referenced block has an unique name, this allows users to identify the relationship, even without the pointer arrow.

**3) Bidirectional References:** In the Jigsaw Toolkit, there are no nondirectional or bidirectional associations. Both ordinary block containment and references via pointer blocks are inherently unidirectional. To represent a bidirectional references, we could create one pointer block in each direction, but this would often be rather messy and inconvenient. As an alternative to this, we can choose to represent it as an unidirectional reference, and let the other direction be implicit. This will not always work, however. For example, if both sides of the reference are parameterized types, then they both need to be represented as slots.

V. Modeling Related Design

In this section, we describe the solutions to modeling problems related to the design of the editor, seen from a modeling perspective.

The editor must be able to work with Ecore models and the associated model instances. We employ the EMF libraries to create and modify models. Thus, the editor is backed by a set of EMF models when in operation. Each object in the model instance is represented using a jigsaw object, as described in Section IV.

The EMF libraries also provide support for saving and loading XMI models, as well as undo and redo support through the EMF.Edit framework. To benefit as much as possible from this, substantial parts of the editor are modeled using EMF.

A. Layout model

The jigsaw objects contain some layout information which is not represented in the abstract model, such as the locations of blocks and the order of the work area tabs.

In order to make layout changes undoable through EMF.Edit, the layout information needs to be stored in an EMF model. We would like to maintain the separation between the abstract model and the concrete model. This is achieved this by designing a separate layout model, which is analogous to the diagram model in Sirius.

The layout model is essentially a mapping from EMF objects to representation objects which hold the layout information for each jigsaw object, as well as a reference to the underlying EMF object in the model instance. A diagram of the layout model can be seen in Appendix A. When saving the model instance, a layout file is saved separately, so that the layout can be recovered when loading the model later.

When loading a model instance, the layout file may be nonexistent or incomplete. If this is the case, then the editor should fill in default values for the missing layout information. This way, it ensures that it can still work with models that have been modified by other editors, although the layout may need to be manually adjusted.

B. Mapping Model

The mapping model is split into three parts:
The slot and tab shapes
The palette
The jigsaw mapping model

1) Slot and tab shapes: The slot and tab shapes are managed by the Jigsaw Toolkit. The toolkit is able to generate default cuts, but these are often not very helpful. Editing them is an important step in configuring the editor for a target domain. To facilitate this, the Jigsaw Toolkit provides a dedicated image editor for slots and tabs, called the Cut Editor. The shapes can also be edited through almost any other image editor, since they are stored as PNG [17] image files.

The types defined in the Ecore metamodel are likely to be reused across many domains. Because of this, we have elected to create a set of default shapes for these types, which are imported as defaults when generating a new mapping model.

Also, some classes usually do not need a unique shape, so cut generation can be skipped for some types. Specifically, we assume that if, for a given type, there are no slots with that type, then the type does not need a unique shape. Since slots represent references, this is equivalent to checking if there are any EMF references in the domain which have that type. If generics are used, then it is possible to construct a scenario where this assumption does not hold. However, that is a low price to pay, since the shapes are very easy to customize.

To understand why this is normally a sensible assumption, consider a domain that contains power supplies that can be used to charge a phone. Think of the charger plug as a tab, and the charging port as a slot. The class power supply is an abstract class which has multiple subclasses, e.g. linear power supplies and switched mode power supplies. [22] While the implementations are certainly different, there is no case where one is required over the other. Thus, it would be redundant to mark the plugs differently(Figure 31).

![Diagram of power supplies](image)

Fig. 31: We could give the two types of power supplies unique shapes, like at the top. However, there are no slots that discriminate between the two: The slot takes any power supply, so the two types do not need unique shapes. They can share the generic power supply shape.

The Scratch programming system also exploits this: In reality, it has a large number of block types, but the number of unique block shapes is very limited because there is no need to discriminate between them. Reducing the number of unique shapes is important, because as the number of unique shapes grows, their complexity increases, making them much more difficult to read.

2) Palette model: The palette model defines which blocks should appear in the palette.

At the top level, the palette model consists of one or more tabs. This allows items to be grouped together in a meaningful way, similar to how it is done in Scratch and its relatives. Each tab consists of palette items. Each palette item is used to generate a block in the palette.

There are two different types of palette items, which serve different purposes:

- **Container palette items** - contains a prototype EMF object of a particular class. This object is used to create a block representation of that object in the palette. Since the item contains a prototype object, it is possible to have multiple items for each class. Furthermore, the prototype objects may have customized attributes or even contain other objects. This makes it possible to add preconfigured objects to the palette.
- **Reference palette items** - holds a reference to an EMF object that exists in a different model. This is used to create a special type of pointer block in the palette, enabling the creation of references to objects from other models, which can be very important. For example, these items can be used to refer to the data types in the Ecore metamodel.

By default, the editor adds references to the Ecore literals to the palette. Also, when the editor loads an Ecore model and finds an instantiable class which doesn’t have a representative in the palette, it will create a palette item for that class. The editor fills in missing elements wherever it finds them. However, this means that even if a modeler deletes a palette item from the generated palette model, it might reappear later. To avoid this, each palette item can be disabled, effectively making it disappear and preventing the editor from making it reappear.

Since the palette model is an EMF model, a modeler can edit it in any sufficiently powerful EMF-based editor. A diagram of the EMF model used for the palette can be found in Appendix A.

C. Generics

The Jigsaw Toolkit supports both rendering generic types and assigning type arguments. The editor should leverage this functionality. A problem with this is that type arguments introduced in the EMF model instance are non-reifiable. This means that if they are to be used, they need
to be included in the concrete syntax model along with the layout information.

Thus, the layout model also contains the values of type arguments assigned to each object.

The generics support also has a few other implications. It is entirely legal to use a data type as a type argument in EMF. This can affect the type of an attribute, meaning the associated property sheet element may need to be swapped out by the editor.

But that is not all. When a type argument is assigned to a block or a slot in the Jigsaw toolkit, the shape of the type argument is rendered extruded from the primary type, as we illustrated in Figure 19. This means that data types need to have slot and tab shapes, even though there can never be a block or a slot whose type is a data type.

Furthermore, type arguments in the Jigsaw Toolkit are assigned by dragging type chips onto concrete type boxes, as we illustrated in Figure 20. Type chips are normally obtained from a block with the desired type, but there are still no blocks whose type is a data type. However, it is possible to create a pointer block to the meta-object which defines the data type. Recall that the palette can contain references to objects in other models, including the meta-model. If a pointer block references a meta-object which defines a data type in the current model, then we can expose the data type chip on that block, as shown in Figure 32.

![Figure 32: A pointer block to the meta-object which defines the string data type. It exposes a type chip for the string type. Note that the type of the block is not the string type: The type of the block is simply the data type. The string type is the object itself.](image)

1) Jigsaw mapping model: The jigsaw mapping model is based on the idea that each structural concept in the Ecore model should be represented by a jigsaw object. At the top level, the mapping model contains a mapping from EMF classes work area mappings or block mappings.

A work area mapping dictates that the class should be represented as a work area. A key feature of work areas is that they need to be able to infer which reference an object should be assigned to based on the type of the object. To facilitate this, the work area mapping maps classes to references. The work area mapping also maps attribute names to form element mappings, which are used to organize the attributes into a property sheet. The property sheet is displayed above the work area, in a rectangular region which uses a grid layout. A work area form element mapping indicates a location and a relative size in this grid. In addition, it specifies the name of a factory class, which is responsible for creating the GUI for the attribute.

The default factory creates a label with the attribute name, and an appropriate GUI widget depending on the type of the attribute:

- A checkbox is created if the attribute type is a boolean type.
- A combobox with a drop-down menu is created if the attribute type is an enum type.
- A non-editable label is created if the attribute type is not a serializable data type.
- A text field is created in all other cases. The text field uses the built-in EMF serialization functionality to display and parse the value.

The default factory also takes care to swap out the GUI widget if the type of the attribute changes, i.e. because a type argument which affects the attribute is changed.

A block mapping dictates that the class should be represented as a block. Like the work area mapping, it maps attributes to form element mappings, which determine how and where the attributes are displayed on the block.

When loading an Ecore model, the editor fills in block mappings for each class that does not have a mapping. Furthermore, mappings for attributes and references are automatically filled in. Again, this means that mappings deleted by the modeler can be recreated. To avoid this, every mapping can be disabled, making it disappear from the editor. A special mapping object which is always disabled can also be created.

A modeler should be able to customize the labels for a class. The EMF.Edit label providers can be customized by specifying a label feature, which is an attribute whose value is inserted into the label text. In Sirius, labels can be written using a query language.

We have elected to use a variant of the format string, which is stored on the work area mappings and block mappings. This allows for a fair amount of flexibility while being very simple to implement. The format string consists of two parts. The first part is a string surrounded by double quotes, which can contain an arbitrary number of %s tokens. The second is a comma-separated list of attribute names. The number of attribute names must be equal to the number of %s tokens. Each %s token will be replaced by the value of the attribute which is named at its respective position in the attribute name.

For example, consider a block mapping for the class Author, which has an attribute name. The format string is as follows:

"%s: %s", eClass, name
If the user creates an Author block and fills in Bob for the name. The label text for the block will then be Author: Bob. The default label text pattern is similar to what is given above.

Again, the jigsaw mapping model is an EMF model, meaning a modeler can edit it in EMF-based editors. A diagram of the EMF model used for the jigsaw mapping model can be found in Appendix A.

VI. Implementation

In this section, we describe important aspects of the implementation of the editor.

A. Overview

The editor is intended to be able to integrate with the Eclipse platform as a plugin. The Eclipse plugin APIs are well-documented, but Eclipse is implemented using the SWT GUI library, while the Jigsaw Toolkit is implemented using the JavaFX GUI library. Fortunately, interoperability between the two libraries is very simple. [39]

Despite this, we decided to implement the editor in a way that allows it to be run as a stand-alone application. This has two benefits. Firstly, it ensures that the editor is readily deployable outside of the Eclipse platform, which may be beneficial in the future. Secondly, it reduces the overhead for testing the editor during development: Since there is no need to load the plugin in a new Eclipse workbench for each test run, the time wasted on loading times is significantly reduced.

Eclipse plugins are able to benefit from the user interface of the Eclipse workbench, such as menu bars and hotkeys. The stand-alone version of the editor needs to implement its own window, menu bar and layout in order to function. Since these UI elements will be obsolete in the plugin version of the editor, they are kept logically separate from the core editor UI in the implementation. This prevents them from impinging on the development of the plugin. The separation is illustrated in Figure 33.

The stand-alone editor provides 3 different views. The first view is the jigsaw editor itself, which contains the palettes and work areas. The two remaining views contain a simple tree editor and the Cut Editor.

The Cut Editor is reused from the Jigsaw Toolkit (Figure 34). It facilitates efficient editing of the shapes of the slots and tabs in the model domain.

The tree editor (Figure 35) employs a JavaFX implementation of the user interface adapters from the EMF.Edit framework [41] provided by the e(fx)clipse project. [40] It provides access to editing and inspection of all EMF resources used by the editor. This is useful for debugging purposes and makes it easier to edit the mapping model while the editor is running.

The tree editor and the Cut Editor can be used to modify...
the mapping model directly. The stand-alone editor performs a full rebuild of the user interface when switching back to the jigsaw editor tab. Thus, the jigsaw objects are recreated with the updated mapping model.

B. EMF integration

Every work area and block represent some object in the EMF model. There are multiple types of work areas and blocks used for different purposes:

- **ResourceWorkArea** - Represents an EMF resource, which is a special facility for holding root objects. The ResourceWorkArea contains all root objects that have block representations.
- **EObjectWorkArea** - Represents a root object as a work area, and contains block representations of its children.
- **EObjectBlock** - Is the canonical block representation of an object, i.e. the one that participates in containment relationships. Since an object can only have one container, there should never be more than one EObjectBlock representing the object. This type of block is created from container palette items, mentioned in Section V-B2.
- **EObjectPointerBlock** - Is a pointer block which holds a reference to an EObjectBlock. EObjectPointerBlocks are created from EObjectBlocks.
- **EProxyPointerBlock** - Is a pointer block which holds a reference to an object that is contained in another model. This type of block is created from reference palette items, also mentioned in Section V-B2.

Every slot represents an EMF reference, and every property sheet element represents an EMF attribute.

The editor exclusively uses the reflective API to communicate with the models. This allows it to work with both dynamic model instances and model instances with generated code.

The jigsaw objects propagate changes to their underlying EMF objects. For example, when moving a block onto a slot, the EMF object represented by the block gets assigned to the reference represented by the slot. The command stack mechanism from EMF.Edit is used to implement undo and redo. When performing changes to the underlying EMF objects, the editor uses command objects to record the changes in the command stack. The jigsaw objects have adapters registered on their respective EMF objects in order to listen to changes. This allows the jigsaw objects to respond to any changes that happen to the EMF objects when the user triggers an undo or a redo.

An EObjectPointerBlock requires a reference to an EObjectBlock before it can be properly initialized. However, when an EObjectPointerBlock is created, it is not always obvious which EObjectBlock it is supposed to point to, even if the reference to the underlying EMF object is known. For example, a pointer block might be created because the value of a cross reference changes as a result of an undo event. In some cases, the order of operations may even lead to the pointer block being created before the block it is referencing. To get around this, we implemented a reference resolver mechanism, which maps EMF objects to EObjectBlock representations. When attempting to resolve a block that doesn’t exist yet, a placeholder object is returned, which is updated as soon as the block becomes available.

VII. Results

In this section, we present our results from the model evaluation and survey.

During the course of this project, we have spent the greatest amount time on design and implementation in order to produce a prototype that fulfills all of the requirements. For evaluation purposes, we have made our best effort to select strategies that provide the most informative results, given the time constraints of the project.

Existing jigsaw-based visual languages are based on containment, so it seems reasonable to assume that the editor will function best for models that exclusively use containment references. However, it is not known whether a jigsaw-based language will function well for languages that predominantly use cross references. Thus, the models selected for evaluation should provide coverage in terms of the ratio of containment references to cross references.

Furthermore, the models should be relevant to real modeling problems.

The following test models are used:

- A library model, with books and authors. [7] This model uses containment references for the root object and cross references elsewhere. It is used in many tutorials, both for EMF and other DSL frameworks.
- The Ecore metamodel. This model is used to create other EMF models. The use of containment and cross references is mixed. The Ecore metamodel is of particular importance in EMF, and virtually all EMF users are familiar with it.
- A family model, with parent-children relations. [35] This model is structurally similar to the Library model, but with a greater amount of cross references. It is used in the official Sirius starter tutorial. [35]
- A model of a quiz domain. This model predominantly uses containment references. It is used in a course on model-based development at our department.
When evaluating the models, we start by opening the Ecore model for the relevant domain, e.g. library.ecore, in the editor. The editor will then generate a blank model instance and a default mapping model. Next, we inspect the generated blocks as found in the palette and compile a list of obvious problems that can be fixed in the mapping model. Finally, we edit the mapping model and present the result. The problems that we face underway are used as feedback into the design of the editor (Figure 36).

A. Library model evaluation

The Library model is a very simple model which defines a library object that contains books and authors. The books and authors can be associated using a bidirectional cross reference. Thus, only the root object has containment references. The complete model is shown in Figure 37.

![UML diagram of the library model](image)

Fig. 37: UML diagram of the library model displayed using the EcoreTools [5] graphical editor.

Figure 38 shows the prototype blocks which are automatically generated into the palette for the Library model.

![Blocks from the generated Library palette](image)

Fig. 38: The blocks from the generated Library palette. The blocks are expanded, displaying the property sheets.

Because the number of unique tab shapes is very low, the automatically generated shapes are easily distinguishable. There is little to gain by editing them.

The bidirectional writer-books association has been automatically collapsed to a single slot on the Writer object. The automatically chosen direction is based on arbitrary data, but in this case it is an acceptable default.

The model is rooted in a single object (Figure 39), making the entire model clumped up in a single block cluster. This is undesirable. In addition, the default layout of the slots may lead to blocks being stretched in an unflattering way. When we first evaluated the editor with this model, representing an object as a work area was not possible. However, the problems made it apparent that this would be an important feature.

![Example Library model instance](image)

Fig. 39: An example Library model instance. The model is rooted in a single Library block. The Book blocks are stretched to fit the height of the left column, making them larger than necessary.

Figure 40 shows the result of replacing the Library block mapping with a work area mapping. This fixes the aforementioned problems.
B. Ecore metamodel evaluation

The Ecore metamodel is the model used to create Ecore models. The use of cross references and containment references is mixed, with a slight majority of containment. Figure 41 shows the prototype blocks which are generated into the palette when using the Ecore metamodel without any manual configuration.

Modeling using Ecore depends on access to the data type literals from the Ecore package, since they are required to assign standard types to EAttributes. This showed that it is necessary to be able to create pointers to objects in other models, leading to the creation of the EProxyPointerBlock. Figure 42 shows the list of pointer blocks into the Ecore package. This list is automatically added into the palette, and includes all of the built-in EClasses and EDataTypes.

When first testing the editor with Ecore, we found that the generated slot and tab shapes were unsatisfactory, so we edited them to be more easily identifiable. Since these shapes would be routinely reused in other models, we decided to implement special support for importing them automatically. Thus, the editor uses these shapes by default, and there is no need to edit them for this domain.

Figure 43 shows the size of an expanded EAttribute block. In the early prototypes, it was not possible to collapse
the property sheet. The Ecore metamodel showed that it is an essential feature due to the large size in expanded form.

![Image](49x481 to 270x690)

**Fig. 43:** When expanded, many of the blocks become very tall due to the number of attributes.

Yet, using the editor with the generated mapping model for this domain is problematic for several reasons. Because Ecore models are rooted in a single EPackage, the model becomes a single block cluster, which is undesirable. Also, the default layout of the slots makes several of the blocks very wide. These symptoms can be seen in Figure 44.

![Image](319x660 to 503x739)

**Fig. 44:** Using the default mapping model, the blocks become very wide and clumped up in a single EPackage block.

Because the default mapping model displays all information about the model, it appears very verbose. An example of this can be seen in Figure 45.

![Image](319x167 to 571x344)

**Fig. 45:** When setting the eType of an EReference, the eGenericType gets automatically assigned, and vica versa. This is necessary to create generic models, but in most cases it is a waste of space: It adds to the perceived complexity without adding any value.

To make the editor more usable, some modifications are necessary. We change the EPackage representation to a work area, which is done by replacing its mapping model element with a work area mapping. Next, we make some simplifications, based on general assumptions about how often different functionality is used. We hide the blocks and slots related to generic types, factories and annotations. We also remove the EStringToStringMapEntry block, the EObject block and the eKeys slot.

In the initial prototypes, mapping model elements would reappear if we removed them, because the editor is designed to fill in missing elements in the mapping model. This proved that the ability to mark elements as hidden was necessary, as this allows the editor to identify elements that the modeler has explicitly hidden.

Finally, we change the orientations and locations of some of the slots in order to improve the block layouts. Figure 46 shows the Library model after the mapping model customizations.

![Image](319x209 to 295x324)

**Fig. 46:** The Library metamodel, represented using the customized mapping model for Ecore.

Although we have hidden some information, the cus-
tomizations make the editor use the screen space more efficiently, as well as making the models easier to understand.

C. Family model evaluation

The Family model is a simplified model of a family tree. As in the Library model, only the root object uses containment, but this model has more cross references. A diagram of the model is shown in Figure 47.

![UML Diagram of Family Model]

Fig. 47: An UML diagram of the Family model. Note that the father and mother relations can be derived from the parents relation, since they repeat the same information.

Figure 48) shows the prototype blocks which are automatically generated for the Family model.

![Family Palette Blocks]

Fig. 48: The blocks from the generated Family palette.

The tab shapes are easily distinguishable. The Family object is a good candidate for being a work area. The bidirectional parents-children association has been collapsed to a single slot on the Man and Woman blocks. However, in this case, it seems more reasonable to flip the direction. We do this by setting the children reference to dominant in the mapping model. Figure 49 illustrates the result.

![Example Family Model Instance]

Fig. 49: An example Family model instance. Pointer arrows are enabled, showing the high amount of cross referencing.

D. Quiz model evaluation

The Quiz model defines different types of questions and answers. Most of the relations are containment references, which leads us to believe it is a good candidate. A simplified diagram of the model is shown in Figure 50.

![Simplified UML Diagram of Quiz Model]

Fig. 50: A simplified UML diagram of the quiz model. The XML data structure is not shown.

Figure 51) shows the prototype blocks which are automatically generated for the Quiz model.
This model was originally created for a textual DSL. There are a few things to explain about it.

- The Quiz object contains QuizParts, but sometimes it can be useful to cross reference QuizParts from other models. The QuizPartRef object facilitates this: It holds a cross reference to another QuizPart, and is able to serve as a placeholder for that object in a containment relationship. This is directly analogous to how pointer blocks are implemented in the Jigsaw Toolkit! The technique is useful in cases where the DSL provides incentives to favor containment over cross referencing. This is obviously the case in jigsaw-based DSLs, but also in textual DSLs: In textual DSLs, cross references must be created using a textual identifier, while the actual object is defined elsewhere. This kind of fragmentation constitutes a loss of source code locality, which can have detrimental effects on productivity. The QARef object fulfills an identical role.

- The abstract SimpleAnswer class is parameterized, and its implementations StringAnswer, NumberAnswer and BooleanAnswer introduce the type arguments String, Double and Boolean, respectively. The editor renders type arguments where it finds them, but in reality, the type arguments for this domain are only an implementation detail. There are no references that expect a particular type argument, and nor is it possible to reassign any type arguments in the model instance.

- The XMLQuestion and XMLAnswer Blocks can be used to embed XHTML fragments, for example to include images. XHTML is a separate, XML-based DSL. In a textual DSL, it makes sense to embed XML support directly in the metamodel instead of storing the XML text as a string. However, in a graphical editor such as ours, the XML objects are not useful. Attempting to construct an XHTML document using raw XML blocks would only be extremely cumbersome.

The Quiz object seems to be a good candidate for being a work area, so we change this in the mapping model. Next, we hide the XML-related objects from the palette. Finally, the Quiz domain has many unique tab shapes, which leads to the generated shapes being difficult to read. We improve them by altering them in the Cut Editor.

The customization of the shapes of slots and tabs is a time consuming part of the mapping model customization, but it is a very important step. For models with more than four unique shapes, the generated shapes begin to become somewhat difficult to read.

To design good shapes as a modeler, there are two needs to consider. Firstly, and most importantly, the shapes should be easily distinguishable when they need to be. If two types can never be substituted for one another, then they should appear completely different so that there is no doubt that they will never fit. Secondly, specialization should be easy to identify. This is more tricky, and is best illustrated with an example. Consider the QuizPart and QA classes, illustrated in Figure 52.
We start by drawing a unique shape for AbstractQA in the Cut Editor. Since this type has a subtype which needs a unique shape, we take special care to reserve enough space to accommodate the cuts for the subtype. In general, it is important to consider how many times the shape needs to be modified further down the inheritance graph.

Then, we go to the QA class and add a couple of cuts that help distinguish it. These cuts should not distort the cuts inherited from AbstractQA: The goal is to help the user identify the subtype as a modified version of the parent class, not a completely distinct type (Figure 53).

The result is a set of shapes that hopefully allow the user to identify what connections can and cannot be made (Figure 54), even in a static image of a model. In practice, reading the subtype relationships likely requires some training. For this reason, the Jigsaw Toolkit also highlights valid drop targets when the user drags a block.

In some cases, we have opted to embed little symbols into the shapes. This is not necessary, but the use of familiar symbols may be helpful in producing shapes that are easy to distinguish.

Figure 55 illustrates the result.

---

**E. Survey results**

The survey is intended to cover multiple aspects of the project.

Firstly, the survey acts as a usability test. The respondents are asked to run a prototype of the editor and complete a sequence of tasks. The prototype is configured to run as an Ecore editor. Since virtually all EMF users are familiar with Ecore, this allows the respondents to complete the tasks without the need for understanding an unfamiliar domain. After completing the tasks, they are asked to provide feedback on usability problems. The survey includes a download link for the prototype and a walkthrough video in case some users cannot figure out how to complete some of the tasks.

Secondly, the survey provides guidance on how to improve the editor. The respondents are asked for their opinion on various features that we are considering to implement, as well as their expectations for an editor such as ours.

Thirdly, the survey provides information on whether the editor’s features are useful. In particular, we are interested in what users think of the features that are unique to the
jigsaw-based concrete syntax. The users are asked for their opinion on these features, and whether they would be likely to use our editor in the future.

It would be possible to let the usability test be executed separately from the rest of the survey. However, we chose to combine them. The rationale for this was that by running a prototype of the editor first, the respondents would get a stronger impression of what the project is about, and thus provide more accurate responses.

The survey was created using Google Forms [9]. It was open to respondents during the last two months of the project. Before making the survey public, we had one person evaluate it and provide suggestions for improvements to the survey itself. It was then published on the Eclipse community forums, [8] where we hoped it would gain some attention. This was unsuccessful, so we started recruiting respondents more actively, by contacting colleagues and other acquaintances. A reward was also offered to students who had past experience with modeling.

A total of 5 people delivered a survey response. This is a low number, but it is enough to gain a general impression of where to focus development and what users think of the editor’s features. In particular, it helps uncover many usability problems. The respondents had mixed levels of experience with EMF and other jigsaw-based languages.

The full survey is included in Appendix B, and the complete survey response data set is included in Appendix C.

1) Testing the editor: In this part of the survey, the respondents were asked to run a prototype of the editor and complete a set of tasks.

The majority of the respondents were able to complete most of the tasks without problems. The reported problems were concentrated around a few features.

The survey requires users to create an EPackage as a new work area. This is done using a dedicated Add button. Three respondents reported not discovering how to create the work area until they had already created the blocks. One respondent reported that they attempted to move the blocks into the new work area after creating it, but that their attempt was unsuccessful. It is possible to open the two work areas next to each other by double-clicking on one of the tabs (Figure 28), thus allowing the user to move blocks between them. The respondent did not discover this feature.

Several tasks require the use of Ecore data type literals. These blocks are in a palette tab that is separate from the ordinary blocks. Three respondents reported problems finding these blocks.

Multiple tasks require the use of pointer blocks. This can be done using either a keyboard shortcut or through a context menu which is accessed by right-clicking on a block. Four respondents reported problems with discovering how to create pointer blocks. One of them did not appear to discover how to use them at all.

One respondent reported initially having problems with understanding how to assemble blocks. They appear to have attempted to place a slot on top of a tab in order to connect them. This is currently not possible, and does nothing. The slot also required a pointer block, while the tab belonged to an ordinary block, so this would not work even when done the other way around. However, they did figure it out eventually.

One respondent reported that they did not like the colors of the blocks, in particular the red ones. They noted that red is often associated with errors or warnings. In response to this, we changed the editor to never generate red hues as the block color.

2) Current functionality of the editor: In this part of the survey, the respondents were asked to rank the usefulness of various features that are implemented in the editor.

Three of the respondents were positive on all points. One was neutral on several points, and another was negative to how the type system is visualized using tabs and slots.

3) Potential functionality of the editor: In this part of the survey, the respondents were asked to rank the importance of various features that we were considering to implement.

Support for model validation was ranked the highest by a wide margin. Response towards the other proposed features was more mixed.

Note that we opted to implemented support for generics shortly after publishing the survey, before we received more than one response.

4) Qualitative expectations for the editor: In this part of the survey, the respondents were asked to rank the importance of various qualitative propositions regarding the editor.

The respondents expressed that the stability and performance of the editor are very important.

When asked if it is important that the editor supports all EMF functionality, or that the mapping model is highly flexible, the response was mixed.

The amount of flexibility the editor allows for in terms of deployment was met with overall positive responses. Some users expressed more interest in the Eclipse integration, while others expressed more interest in use independently from the Eclipse platform.

When asked whether they would be likely to use our editor instead of the EMF tree editor, or as a replacement for an established DSL framework such as Sirius, the response was mixed.
VIII. Discussion

In the previous section, we evaluated the editor against a number of test domains, and presented the survey results. In this section, we discuss the results.

A. Usability of the editor

We discovered several usability problems through both the model evaluation and the survey. However, we believe that the vast majority of the usability problems can be eliminated by making the correct adjustments.

As we saw in Section VII-E, the majority of the respondents were able to understand and complete most of the tasks on their own. Most of the problems were centered around work areas, pointer blocks, and the use of multiple palette tabs.

Several respondents had a hard time discovering the Ecore data types (Figure 42), because they were in a separate palette tab. While we could fix this by simply moving all blocks into a single palette tab, this is not a good solution. It inevitably results in a highly cluttered palette which is inefficient for more experienced users. Also, the use of multiple palette tabs is not something that is new in our editor. Most or all existing jigsaw-based languages use multiple palette tabs. In Scratch, the palette tabs are color coded, and a significant amount of screen space is dedicated to them (Figure 14). By copying this design, users may be able to discover them more easily in our editor.

The Ecore data type blocks also share the same color, possibly making them difficult to distinguish. Other blocks are colored based the color attribute of the associated block mapping in the jigsaw mapping model. While we could certainly do something similar for EProxyPointerBlocks, this might be insufficient because many of them share the same class. An alternative would be to augment the palette and layout models with color information, effectively allowing different instances to have different colors. However, it is somewhat uncertain if this will improve the readability of models or simply make them more confusing.

The way work areas are created is inconsistent with how blocks are created, since work areas are not in the palette. As a result, the respondents did not immediately discover how to create them. One possible solution to this is to create a new type of block, the work area block, which serves as a secondary representation of a work area (Figure 56). This is an interesting idea for several reasons.

![EPackage library](image)

Firstly, by including these blocks in the palette, we make them more easily discoverable, and creating them becomes consistent with how other blocks are created.

Secondly, this would allow any object to be opened as a work area, not just root objects. This effectively enables models to have multiple abstraction layers, similar to the concept of submodels in GEM or subpatches in the Pure Data visual programming language. This would be useful in, for example, the Quiz model:

The containment structure in the QuizPart objects can be quite deep. As a result, QuizPart exhibits some of the same problems as a model with a single block cluster. Some of the blocks become unduly stretched (Figure 55), and it might be better to use the editor if it was possible to position the QA blocks freely. Thus, it is possible that it would be better if the QuizPart objects were represented as work areas instead of the Quiz object. This is currently not possible because QuizPart is not a root object. However, the use of work area blocks would make this possible.

The survey respondents did not discover how to open two work areas next to each other. By extension, they were unable to move blocks between the two work areas. One user reported trying to drag the blocks onto the work area tab near the top of the editor. This is not implemented, but it is a good idea. This would solve many of the same problems as opening work areas next to each other. In addition, we would like to make it easier to discover how to use the existing functionality. Adding context menus on the work area tabs would be a step in the right direction. Support for dragging and dropping the work area tabs in order to put them next to each other would also be an improvement.

Most of the respondents reported issues with discovering how to create pointer blocks. One respondent indicated that better error messages would help alleviate this. When the user attempts to use an ordinary block as a pointer block, the editor currently displays an error message. Adding instructions for how to create a pointer block to this message might help. In addition, we propose to add an alternative method of creating pointer blocks, wherein a pointer block can be created by dragging a distinctively marked, dedicated area of an ordinary block (Figure 57).
The explicit management of work areas and the use of pointer blocks are novel techniques that do not exist in established jigsaw-based languages. As such, it is not surprising that they are somewhat problematic. The respondents appear to have had less problems with the other novel features, such as the use of collapsible property sheets and the more flexible use of tabs and slots compared to established jigsaw-based languages.

B. Suitability of the jigsaw-based syntax

We do not expect the jigsaw-based concrete syntax to be suitable for all models. In particular, established jigsaw-based languages only support containment references. Our editor uses pointer blocks to get around this limitation, but we do expect that overuse of pointer blocks may be problematic.

Both the library model and the family model are dominated by cross references; all the containment references are on the root objects.

For the library model, the jigsaw-based concrete syntax performs no worse than a graph-based syntax. Indeed, it is possible to merely treat the editor as a somewhat strange graph-based editor, where the first anchor-point of an edge happens to be a pointer block. One interesting thing to note is that the use of pointer blocks allows users to impose an explicit order in reference lists, something that is normally not possible in graph-based editors. In graph-based editors, defining a clear order in a many-element relation is a more difficult problem.

Since each book object can only have one author, an obvious way to reorganize this model would be to let the writer object contain the books. This would allow the user to drop the book objects directly on the writer objects, with no need for pointer blocks at all. With Sirius, this type of structural modification could probably be implemented in the mapping model, but it is not possible with our editor.

For the family model, the number of cross references grows much faster. Furthermore, the children-parents association is many-to-two, meaning there would be no way to model it using a containment tree.

The large number of pointer arrows quickly make the family model instances unreadable. This could be alleviated to some extent by improving the edge routing. Currently, only straight lines are supported. Allowing the user to add bend points to the arrows would allow for improvements. However, unlike in a graph-based editor, the pointer arrows cannot emerge from any edge of the block; they must be attached to a pointer block, which must be attached to the relevant slot. Thus, it cannot perform as well as a graph-based editor, because the pointer arrows are inevitably more difficult to trace.

The pointer arrows can be turned off, but this is not a very good idea either. A family model where the familial relations have to be read through textual labels is just inconvenient.

The Ecore metamodel uses an even combination of cross references and containment references. Like in the family model, the pointer arrows can lead to a significant amount of clutter. However, hiding them is a much better idea for this model. Most of the pointer blocks reference data types or classes, and we expect that users should be able to memorize their names and significance without much trouble.

In the other hand, the Quiz model uses containment references almost exclusively. As such, we would expect it to be more suitable for our editor. Indeed, it seems very easy to understand how the blocks fit together, and reading a model is very straightforward.

As expected, the editor performs well for models that predominantly use containment references, and less well for models where cross references are more important. Although the editor can be treated like a graph-based editor when dealing with cross references, the way the pointer arrows are organized is a problem. Although better edge routing would be an improvement, it is not a definitive solution.

The editor allows the user to toggle the pointer arrows off to decrease clutter. This is helpful if the number of pointer blocks is relatively low, and it is easy to identify what they are referencing based on the label. However, in cases where it is very important to be able to trace the links visually, such as in the Family model, turning them off is not very helpful.

Thus, the editor is less suited to models that are inherently graph-like, with heavy cross referencing.

Our editor provides incentives to use containment references rather than cross references. An interesting thing to note is that this is also true for textual editors, as we explained in Section VII-D. Thus, the editor might serve as a more user friendly alternative to textual editors, and not so much as an alternative to graph-based editors. To help back up this claim, we might add that the jigsaw-based visual syntax is traditionally used as a user friendly alternative to textual programming languages.
Several classes in the Ecore metamodel, including EReference and EAttribute, inherit from the abstract ETypeElement class. This class defines a changeable reference named type, which has the type EClassifier. This suggests to the user that they can use any EClassifier with any typed element. However, this is wrong! The type slot on the EReference block should not accept an EDataType block, and similarly the type slot on the EAttribute block should not accept an EClass block. This is a problem because it suggests to the user that it is valid to connect the blocks in a way that is, in reality, never valid.

In general, the editor works best with metamodels where the types of references are precisely defined. If the types are imprecise, as in Ecore, then this communicates the wrong ideas to the user. We can obviously not patch this in the Ecore metamodel itself, but we could augment the jigsaw mapping model to allow the type of a slot to be different from the actual type defined in the abstract model.

Models displayed in our editor become rather huge. In its current state, our editor is not well suited to handle models with much more than 100 objects in a work area. This is a key problem which limits the applicability of our editor.

We do our best to manage space efficiently, for example by allowing the user to collapse property sheets and adjust the zoom in a work area, but there does not appear to be any definitive solution. While some space is certainly wasted due to the way blocks are laid out, much of the space is simply required to visualize all the information that our editor provides.

Indeed, one of the biggest strengths of jigsaw-based languages is that they show a lot of information to the user, in a way that is simple to understand. For example, the shapes of the tabs and slots allow the user to see the types of both objects and references at all times, as well as the relationships between them. This is an unique feature when compared to other EMF editors. Our editor also offers better locality than many other graphical editors, by placing the property sheets inside the blocks rather than in a separate panel. Furthermore, the available blocks are very easy to discover and use through the palette.

However, this necessarily means that the jigsaw-based concrete syntax is generally less compact than alternative syntaxes. The Google Blockly framework attempts to get around this by allowing blocks to be completely collapsed, in a way that also hides the slots. This hides a lot of information, but it might be a good idea. For our editor, we could even imagine that a block could be collapsed into a work area block, which we described in Section VIII-A. This would allow the user to manage how to divide the model into work areas in order to better manage space.

In the Ecore metamodel, we chose to hide some functionality in order to make the editor more convenient to use. In particular, everything related to generic types and annotations was completely hidden. If it becomes necessary to show this functionality on the jigsaw objects, then the mapping model needs to be edited. This is a poor solution. An alternative solution is to provide users with a more convenient way to show or hide slots, perhaps similar to how property sheets can be collapsed.

However, another way to handle this is to use a secondary view of the model, like a tree editor, to manage rarely-used functionality. Thus, the associated model elements may remain hidden in the jigsaw editor. We believe that in most cases, this is an acceptable solution.

In the Ecore model, the EPackage object is represented as a work area. A limitation of this is that it is impossible to create nested EPackages, because a work area cannot be contained in a work area. Although nested packages are rarely used in EMF, this limitation matters on a general basis.

The use of work area blocks, as described in Section VIII-A, would solve this problem, since the work area block could be contained in a work area with no problems. Furthermore, it would allow users to create pointer blocks to work areas. Thus, it would be an important feature in that it would add to the the expressiveness of the syntax.

In the Quiz model, we configured the editor to represent the Quiz object as a work area. There is a problem with this; the work area has no sense of order, so the order of the QuizParts in the abstract model is rather arbitrary. Order matters in many models, so this is a noteworthy problem. It would be vastly preferable if it could be fixed without altering the abstract model. As a solution, we propose that it should be possible to allow a work area to be sorted, for example top-to-bottom. A general sorting mechanism could be implemented by allowing the modeler to specify a comparator function in the work area mapping.

The Quiz model also exposes a set of XML-related objects. For the reasons we described in Section VII-D, these make sense when the model is used with a textual syntax, but they would be very inconvenient to use and difficult to understand with our syntax. In order to make these objects useful in our editor, the best solution would be to embed a textual editor such as XText into a block. This would be a somewhat ambitious project, however. Changing the Quiz model to hold the XML as a string would obviously be much easier in the short term.

C. Limitations of our evaluation

We have done our best to select evaluation models according to reasonable criteria, as explained in Section VII. However, we are far from a complete understanding of when our syntax is applicable. In the future, we would like to use the editor with more models in order to gain a better understanding.
The number of respondents was lower than we had hoped to achieve. In hindsight, it would have been wiser to split the survey into a usability test and a conceptual survey. The conceptual survey could have been published earlier in the project, and respondents might have been less put off by its complexity.

The survey does function as a usability test, and it does provide pointers to how to improve the editor. However, we cannot form a clear conclusion on whether a jigsaw-based modeling editor will be likely to attract users.

It is certain that our editor does require improvements before it can be put to serious use, but we hope that it will be seen as a serious alternative in the future.

The use of Ecore as the domain model in the prototype allowed the respondents to complete the tasks without the need for understanding an unfamiliar domain. The idea behind this was to let the usability test be more about understanding the editor and less about understanding the domain. However, some of the respondents appear to have carried over incompatible expectations from other Ecore editors. It would also be interesting to see if the editor aids users in understanding unfamiliar domains. Indeed, it is possible that this would be one of its greatest strengths. In the future, we hope to learn more about this.

In addition, we have not had anyone test the editor from the modeler’s perspective. We can configure the editor for a new domain in minutes, but we do not yet know if learning to work with the mapping model is an easy task for other modelers.

IX. Conclusion

We have developed a new framework for creating jigsaw-based DSLs, and provided some initial research into when the jigsaw-based concrete syntax is appropriate.

Several Jigsaw-based DSLs already exist, most of which are used to create computer programs. However, because our editor uses the Jigsaw Toolkit, it offers more expressiveness than existing jigsaw-based DSLs. In particular it is able to visualize cross references between blocks and much more complex type systems.

Furthermore, unlike the existing frameworks for creating jigsaw-based GUIs, our editor can be used to create DSLs using structured modeling techniques, without the need to write any code.

We evaluated a number of existing metamodels against our editor, and found several interesting strengths and weaknesses. Most importantly, our editor is not a drop-in replacement for graph-based editors. It is more likely to perform well as a user-friendly editor in domains where graph-based editors do not perform so well; in particular where textual editors are traditionally preferred.

We also collected data through a survey. This revealed several usability problems, but also suggested that the editor has the potential to be useful. Although the respondents were not assured that our editor is a good replacement for established editors, they were generally positive to its concept and unique features.

There is still much room for improvement in our editor. At least some further work is necessary before the editor can be considered a finished product. In Section VIII, we laid out a number of suggestions for possible future improvements based on the results from the model evaluations and the feedback from the survey. In particular, we need to work on resolving the usability problems.

The survey respondents expressed interest in both Eclipse integration and use separately from Eclipse. As such, Eclipse integration should be a priority, but we should avoid making changes that irrevocably bind the editor to the Eclipse platform.

There was also a great deal of interest in model validation, which we have not implemented. EMF includes support for model validation, and it generates a set of markers. These markers can be displayed on the blocks as error or warning symbols, which provide additional information when the user hovers over them with the cursor.

Stability and performance were also ranked with overall high importance. This is not surprising, but it is worth taking into account. Currently, the performance is limited. Filling the screen with blocks can lead to the editor lagging. In the future, we should look into how to improve the rendering performance of the editor.

The latest version of the Jigsaw EMF Editor can be found at the Bitbucket repository. [2] At least Java version 8 update 40 is required to run the editor.
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Appendix A

EMF models used by the editor

Fig. 58: The EMF model that the editor uses to store layout information.

Fig. 59: The EMF model which is used as the editor’s mapping model.

Fig. 60: The EMF model which is used to represent palettes in the editor.
Jigsaw EMF Editor

We are designing an editor for the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) with a visual syntax based on the jigsaw puzzle metaphor, similar to Scratch (https://scratch.mit.edu/). To aid in our research, we would like you to test the editor and provide feedback.

The survey consists of 8 pages and is estimated to take about 30 minutes, maybe a little more depending on your speed.

A test build can be downloaded here: http://folk.ntnu.no/oddvahu/jigsawemfeditor.zip

The test build requires at least Java 8 update 40! If it does not work, please update your Java version.

First, we would like to know a little bit about your previous experience.

1. How familiar are you with the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)? *
   Mark only one oval.
   - Not at all familiar
   - Slightly familiar
   - Somewhat familiar
   - Familiar
   - Very familiar

2. How familiar are you with Ecore? *
   Ecore is the metamodel employed by EMF for describing domains.
   Mark only one oval.
   - Not at all familiar
   - Slightly familiar
   - Somewhat familiar
   - Familiar
   - Very familiar

3. How often do you use text-based model editors? *
   These editors represent the model using a textual language. Example: The Xcore notation for Ecore (https://wiki.eclipse.org/Xcore)
   Mark only one oval.
   - Never
   - Almost never
   - Sometimes
   - Fairly often
   - Very often

4. How often do you use graph-based model editors? *
   These editors represent the model using nodes and edges. Example: UML (http://tinyurl.com/3qy6q)
   Mark only one oval.
   - Never
   - Almost never
   - Sometimes
   - Fairly often
   - Very often

5. How often do you use form-based model editors? *
   These editors represent the model using trees, lists and/or tables. Example: Ecore tree editor (http://tinyurl.com/pndnkpo)
   Mark only one oval.
   - Never
   - Almost never
   - Sometimes
   - Fairly often
   - Very often

6. Have you ever used a visual language based on the jigsaw puzzle metaphor? *
   These languages have blocks that snap together. Example: Scratch (https://scratch.mit.edu/)
   Mark only one oval.
   - No
   - Yes

Testing the editor (Part 1)

On this page, we would like to investigate how easy it is to learn to use the editor. If you haven’t already, please download the test build from http://folk.ntnu.no/oddvahu/jigsawemfeditor.zip. The test build is preconfigured as an Ecore editor.

The test build requires at least Java 8 update 40! If it does not work, please update your Java version.

The following UML diagram describes the library model: http://help.eclipse.org/mars/topic/org.eclipse.emf.doc/tutorials/clibmod/images/model.gif

The library model is a simplified model of a library. We would like you to reproduce this model using our editor.

The classes that you define should be in a package called "library".

The library model comprises the following classes:
- Library:
  A library has a name (a string), and it contains writers and books.
- Writer:
  A writer has a name (a string), and a list of the books they have written.
- Book:
  A book has a name (a string), a page count (an integer), a category, and one author (a writer).

The category of a book should use an enum type with Mystery, Science Fiction and Biography...
as possible values.

The books of a writer and the author of a book should be "opposites", constituting a bidirectional association: If a book has a given author, then this is the same as stating that that writer has written the book.

Please try to complete these modelling tasks, before proceeding to the next page to answer questions about the tasks.

Testing the editor (part 2)

For reference, the completed model should look something like this:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1WFkELkcR6XOThHcTh6QW1HcW8/view?usp=sharing

A walkthrough video is posted here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-n9bKVM7BSo

If you needed to look at the walkthrough to complete a task, please write down why you couldn’t do it on your own.

7. I was able to create a package for my classes.
   Your model should contain a task for the library package.
   Mark only one oval.
   
   [ ] Yes
   [ ] Partially
   [ ] No
   [ ] I don’t know

8. If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

9. I was able to create classes.
   Your model should contain EClass blocks.
   Mark only one oval.
   
   [ ] Yes
   [ ] Partially
   [ ] No
   [ ] I don’t know

10. If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.
    ________________________________________________________________
    ________________________________________________________________
    ________________________________________________________________
    ________________________________________________________________

11. I was able to assign names to my classes.
    Your EClass blocks should be named Library, Book, and Writer.
    Mark only one oval.
    
    [ ] Yes
    [ ] Partially
    [ ] No
    [ ] I don’t know

12. If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.
    ________________________________________________________________
    ________________________________________________________________
    ________________________________________________________________
    ________________________________________________________________

13. I was able to add attributes to my classes.
    Your EClass blocks should contain EAttribute blocks.
    Mark only one oval.
    
    [ ] Yes
    [ ] Partially
    [ ] No
    [ ] I don’t know

14. If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.
    ________________________________________________________________
    ________________________________________________________________
    ________________________________________________________________
    ________________________________________________________________

15. I was able to assign standard types to my attributes.
    Your ‘name’ attribute blocks should have an EString block attached. The ‘pages’ attribute block should have an EInt or EIntegerObject attached.
    Mark only one oval.
    
    [ ] Yes
    [ ] Partially
    [ ] No
    [ ] I don’t know

If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
16. If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

17. I was able to create the BookCategory enum.
Your model should contain an EEnum block containing three EEnumLiteral blocks.
Mark only one oval.

☐ Yes
☐ Partially
☐ No
☐ I don't know

18. If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

19. I was able to assign the 'BookCategory' type to the 'category' attribute
A pointer block to the 'BookCategory' enum block should be attached to your 'category'
attribute block.
Mark only one oval.

☐ Yes
☐ Partially
☐ No
☐ I don't know

20. If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

21. I was able to add references to my classes.
Your EClass blocks should contain EReference blocks.
Mark only one oval.

☐ Yes
☐ Partially
☐ No
☐ I don't know

22. If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

23. I was able to assign types to my references.
Pointer blocks to your EClass blocks should be attached to your EReference blocks.
Mark only one oval.

☐ Yes
☐ Partially
☐ No
☐ I don't know

24. If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

25. I was able to assign opposites to my references.
Your 'books' reference block should have a pointer to the 'writer' reference block and vica
versa.
Mark only one oval.

☐ Yes
☐ Partially
☐ No
☐ I don't know
26. If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.

27. Comments
If you have any further comments on the test case, please enter them here.

Current functionality of the editor
On this page, we would like to know your opinion of the functionality that is already implemented in the editor.

28. It is useful to visualize the types of objects and references using the shapes of tabs and slots.
The shape of the tabs in the upper-left corner of a block represent the type of its object. The shape of a slot represent the type of the reference. Example:

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1WFkELkcR6XY0pPajAwMlAyZVk
Mark only one oval.

29. It is useful to visualize the relationships between types using the shapes of tabs and slots.

Mark only one oval.

30. Visualizing the possible drop targets when dragging a block is useful.
When dragging a block, the editor highlights the slots where it can be dropped.

Mark only one oval.

31. It is useful to be able to collapse and expand the block contents.
The blocks contain forms for editing the attributes of the underlying objects. These forms can be collapsed to save space and expanded when necessary.

Mark only one oval.

32. It is useful to display the domain objects in a palette.
By default, the editor contains a palette with one block for each type of object that the user can create.

Mark only one oval.

33. It is useful to be able to have predefined prototype objects in the palette.
The palette can contain objects configured so that they function as presets. For example, the Ecore editor palette contains two EReference blocks, one of which is preconfigured as a containment reference:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1WFkELkcR6XRmtuazZQaVNUNTQ/view?usp=sharing
Mark only one oval.
Functionality as a general purpose editor for domain specific languages

The editor you have used is configured as an Ecore editor, meaning it uses Ecore.ecore as the domain model.

However, it is designed to be easily adapted to other domains, by loading a different Ecore model. For example, by loading the binary metamodel from earlier, the following editor is automatically generated:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1WFkELkcR6XWldoVlRsMFhQaXM/view?usp=sharing

On this page, we would like you to evaluate some of the editor's functionality as a general purpose editor for a domain specific language (DSL).

34. It is useful to be able to create a domain specific editor by loading an Ecore model directly.

The editor is designed to be able to work with models created using dynamic EMF as well as models with generated Java code. For example, it is possible to add a feature to a class in the Ecore file, then reload it in the editor. This is as opposed to for example the Sirius framework, where it is required that the edited Ecore model is first loaded into a new Eclipse workbench instance.

- Strongly disagree
- Disagree
- Neutral
- Agree
- Strongly agree
- I don't know

35. It is useful to be able to reload the mapping model in a running editor.

The editor is designed to be able to reload the mapping model on the fly. For example, it is possible to change where a slot should appear on a block, or what a tab should look like, without requiring a restart of the editor. This is as opposed to for example the Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF), where it is required that Java code for the editor is first generated, then loaded into a new Eclipse workbench instance.

- Strongly disagree
- Disagree
- Neutral
- Agree
- Strongly agree
- I don't know

36. It is useful that the editor generates a default mapping model.

When loading a new domain specification, the editor attempts to generate a default mapping model, which can then be edited by the developer. This is as opposed to for example the Sirius framework, where the developer is expected to build the mapping model from scratch.

- Strongly disagree
- Disagree
- Neutral
- Agree
- Strongly agree
- I don't know

37. Comments

If you have any other comments on the current features of the editor, please enter them here.

Potential functionality of the editor

On this page, we would like you to evaluate functionality that we are currently considering to implement.

38. The editor should be able provide additional feedback about which blocks can be placed on a particular slot.

When interacting with a slot, the blocks that can be dropped on it should be highlighted in the palette.

- Strongly disagree
- Disagree
- Neutral
- Agree
- Strongly agree
- I don't know
39. Support for generics is important.
The types of slots and tabs should be able to represent parameterized types. This would be implemented as described in the Jigsaw Language Toolkit paper: [http://ojs.bibsys.no/index.php/NIK/article/download/254/217](http://ojs.bibsys.no/index.php/NIK/article/download/254/217).

Mark only one oval.

- Strongly disagree
- Disagree
- Neutral
- Agree
- Strongly agree
- I don’t know

40. Support for model validation is important.
The editor should be able to display validation errors and warnings on the blocks.

Mark only one oval.

- Strongly disagree
- Disagree
- Neutral
- Agree
- Strongly agree
- I don’t know

41. Being able to load multiple model resources into the same editor is important.
The editor should support loading multiple model instances, so that it is possible to create cross references between the models.

Mark only one oval.

- Strongly disagree
- Disagree
- Neutral
- Agree
- Strongly agree
- I don’t know

42. Comments
If you have any comments on the features described on this page, or requests for features that have not been mentioned, please enter them here.

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

Qualitative expectations for the editor
On this page, we would like to know what your expectations are for the qualitative aspects of an editor like ours.

43. It is important that the editor is stable and bug-free.
The editor must never crash, behave erratically or otherwise produce incorrect or unintentional results.

Mark only one oval.

- Strongly disagree
- Disagree
- Neutral
- Agree
- Strongly agree
- I don’t know

44. It is important that the editor is optimized for demanding conditions.
The editor must not suffer from poor performance due to slower hardware or big data sets.

Mark only one oval.

- Strongly disagree
- Disagree
- Neutral
- Agree
- Strongly agree
- I don’t know

45. It is important that the editor maintains its usability with large or complex models.
The editor’s user interface must not become unwieldy or otherwise unusable when the scale of the model increases.

Mark only one oval.

- Strongly disagree
- Disagree
- Neutral
- Agree
- Strongly agree
- I don’t know

46. On average, approximately how many classes do you have in your Ecore models?
Please provide a rough estimate of how many classes there might be in a domain that you normally work with using EMF.

Mark only one oval.

- 1-10 classes
- 11-50 classes
- 51-200 classes
- 201-1000 classes
- More than 1000 classes
- I don’t know
47. On average, approximately how many features do the classes have in your Ecore models?
   How many attributes, references and operations do you typically have in each of your EClasses?
   Mark only one oval.
   - 1-5 features
   - 6-10 features
   - 11-20 features
   - 21-50 features
   - More than 50 features
   - I don’t know

48. On average, what is the average number of top-level objects (number of root objects or number of children if there is only one root object) in your domain-specific model instances?
   Mark only one oval.
   - 1-10 objects
   - 11-50 objects
   - 51-200 objects
   - 201-1000 objects
   - More than 1000 objects
   - I don’t know

49. On average, what is the average depth of the containment tree (the length of the longest parent chain) in your domain-specific model instances?
   Mark only one oval.
   - 1-10 objects
   - 11-50 objects
   - 51-200 objects
   - 201-1000 objects
   - More than 1000 objects
   - I don’t know

50. It is important that the editor is suitable for most kinds of models.
    The editor’s visual syntax must be able to serve as a good representation of as many kinds of models as possible.
    Mark only one oval.
    - Strongly disagree
    - Disagree
    - Neutral
    - Agree
    - Strongly agree
    - I don’t know

51. It is important that the editor supports all EMF functionality.
    The editor must have complete coverage, including generics, unsettable, proxies, etc.
    Mark only one oval.
    - Strongly disagree
    - Disagree
    - Neutral
    - Agree
    - Strongly agree
    - I don’t know

52. It is important that the editor’s mapping model is highly flexible.
    The editor’s mapping model must allow the visual representation to significantly deviate from the actual structure of the model.
    Mark only one oval.
    - Strongly disagree
    - Disagree
    - Neutral
    - Agree
    - Strongly agree
    - I don’t know

53. It is important that the editor integrates tightly with the Eclipse platform.
    The editor must feel like an extension of Eclipse, reusing the existing toolbars, menu items, etc.
    Mark only one oval.
    - Strongly disagree
    - Disagree
    - Neutral
    - Agree
    - Strongly agree
    - I don’t know

54. It is important that the editor can be used independently of the Eclipse platform.
    The editor must be able to run in a different context than Eclipse.
    Mark only one oval.
    - Strongly disagree
    - Disagree
    - Neutral
    - Agree
    - Strongly agree
    - I don’t know
55. Comments
If you have any other comments on the qualities that you expect from the editor, please enter them here.

56. In conclusion
Would you be likely to use our editor instead of the sample reflective model editor in Eclipse?
Mark only one oval.
- Not probable
- Somewhat improbable
- Neutral
- Somewhat probable
- Very probable
- I don't know

57. Would you be likely to use our editor instead of a framework such as Sirius?
Mark only one oval.
- Not probable
- Somewhat improbable
- Neutral
- Somewhat probable
- Very probable
- I don't know

58. Comments
If you have any comments about the suitability of jigsaw-based languages for modeling, please enter them here.
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Appendix C
Jigsaw EMF Editor Survey Responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How familiar are you with the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)?</td>
<td>Moderately familiar</td>
<td>Somewhat familiar</td>
<td>Somewhat familiar</td>
<td>Familiar</td>
<td>Familiar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How familiar are you with Ecore?</td>
<td>Moderately familiar</td>
<td>Somewhat familiar</td>
<td>Somewhat familiar</td>
<td>Familiar</td>
<td>Familiar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often do you use tool-based modeling editors?</td>
<td>Fairly often</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Fairly often</td>
<td>Never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often do you use graph-based modeling editors?</td>
<td>Very often</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often do you use form-based modeling editors?</td>
<td>Fairly often</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Almost never</td>
<td>Very often</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you ever used a visual language based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to create a package for my classes.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>I don’t know</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>I was able to create the package, but I don’t know where to place the pointer block into the package (had to drag and drop the blocks onto the package tab).</td>
<td>I placed the pointer block in the previous step.</td>
<td>I forgot to think about pointer blocks. Created Classes directly.</td>
<td>I was unsure how to use them.</td>
<td>I created a package but couldn’t drag and drop the pointer block.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to create classes.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to assign names to my classes.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to assign standard attributes.</td>
<td>Partially</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to assign types to my classes.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I wanted to create the BookCategory enum.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to create a package.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to assign names to my classes.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to assign standard attributes.</td>
<td>Partially</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to assign types to my classes.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to assign standard attributes.</td>
<td>Partially</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to assign standard attributes.</td>
<td>Partially</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I wanted to create the BookCategory enum.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to create a package.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to assign names to my classes.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to assign standard attributes.</td>
<td>Partially</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to assign types to my classes.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I wanted to create the BookCategory enum.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to create a package.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to assign names to my classes.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to assign standard attributes.</td>
<td>Partially</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to assign types to my classes.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I wanted to create the BookCategory enum.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to create a package.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to assign names to my classes.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to assign standard attributes.</td>
<td>Partially</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to assign types to my classes.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I wanted to create the BookCategory enum.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to create a package.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to assign names to my classes.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you had any problems with the above step, please describe them.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was able to assign standard attributes.</td>
<td>Partially</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>I don't know</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interesting concept. As a modeler with experience from RSM, RSA, TGA, Papyrus, EA etc., it is hard to change the way of thinking with references. Color scheme should be changed. Red indicates errors/warnings. Look at color.adobe.com</td>
<td>I don't know</td>
<td>I don't know</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is useful to visualize the types of references using the shapes of tabs and slots</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is useful to visualize the relationships between types using the shapes of tabs and slots</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is useful to be able to collapse and expand the block contents.</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is useful to display the domain objects in a palette</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The editor should be able to provide feedback about which blocks can be placed on a particular slot.</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>I don't know</td>
<td>I don't know</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat probable</td>
<td>Somewhat probable</td>
<td>Somewhat probable</td>
<td>Somewhat probable</td>
<td>Somewhat probable</td>
<td>I don't know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At work situations, validation is extremely important. When the same codebase has been used for a long time in creating a formal and detailed model the user would like to have feedback (RoI) before changing the model. The validation can be the key selling point for DSMs.</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is important that the editor is stable and bug-free.</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is important that the editor is optimized for demanding conditions.</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is important that the editor maintains its usability with large and complex models.</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is important that the editor is suitable for most kinds of models.</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualizing the possible edge cases when dragging a block is useful.</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is important that the editor supports all EMF functionality.</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>I don't know</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is important that the editor's mapping model is highly flexible.</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>I don't know</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is important that the editor provides a facility for modeling based on a platform.</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The editor should be able to load multiple model resources into the same editor.</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>I don't know</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat probable</td>
<td>Somewhat probable</td>
<td>Somewhat probable</td>
<td>Somewhat probable</td>
<td>I don't know</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Would you be likely to use our editor instead of a framework such as Sirius?  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Somewhat improbable</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Somewhat probable</th>
<th>Somewhat improbable</th>
<th>I don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It is important to investigate these kinds of concepts. From the user’s perspective, it could be even more important to investigate how an editor could better support a hierarchical design - allowing the designer to zoom in and out of details - not only through expand/collapse and layering (Sirius), but also through a more streamlined way of looking into packages, classes, interfaces etc. Some users would like to double click to see the detailed view of the class element. This must be explicitly designed in EMF and most other UML tools (composite).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>